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and its added add, delete and exchange features that can be applied to the objects. Mapping and tracking Amoriga uses its own custom mapping and tracking system. It includes several
software layers in its workflow that include file format conversions, model conversion, object tracking, 3D tracking, interactivity, physics, rendering, exporting. Interactivity Amoriga supports
interactions with animated objects. The set of interactions includes pin, unpin, rotate and orbit, throw, hit and destroy. These interactions can be applied to individual objects or to collections
of objects. Physics Amoriga uses its own physics engine, an independent module that can be applied to the model and used in standalone applications and in plugins. It includes a small set of
predefined groups of materials, such as flesh, muscle, bone and skin. Exporting Amoriga uses its own private 3D model file format that is partially compatible with Blender's JSON and X3D

file formats. It supports materials, UVs, scenes, animations, binary formats and I/O plugins. Uses In a press release, the program is explained to have been used by Pixar, Warner Bros.,
Dreamworks, Blue Sky Studios, Disney, Disney Television Animation, Disney-owned ABC and ABC Television, BvS Productions, 20th Century Fox, Framestore, The Foundry, and others.

Amoriga itself is cited as the first software package to use the 3D tracking technology, and was the first software to use the Apple Mac OS X Snow Leopard, which includes a full
implementation of the GPU-accelerated vertex array object (VAO) feature. The first demo of the program was shown at SIGGRAPH 2010, and the first public release was made in September

2010. Licensing Amoriga is free and open source software, released under the GNU General Public License version 2 (GPLv2) or version 3 (GPLv3). There are proprietary versions of the
program available for purchase from Slightwave and Mackin. See also Animation studio Motion graphics Motion design Computer animation Cinema 4D List of 3D computer graphics

software References External links Category:3D graphics software Category:Animation software Category:Free 3D graphics software Category:Video editing software for Linux
Category:Video editing software that uses GTK
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